Plan a Tour
Tours are the cornerstone of Architecture Month programming. Organize a guided tour of a site, building, or space that excites people and contributes to the wellbeing of our community. Demonstrate how Civic Spirit is achieved through design collaboration, share inspiring stories about architecture, or highlight how the building arts bring value to a place.

Who Should Tour
Consider a tour if you represent a design firm, historical society, cultural institution, or individual making a difference in the community.

Why Tour
- Express the importance of civic responsibility through effective design
- Offer a behind-the-scenes look or inspiring interpretation of a place
- Share your project with a diverse audience

Programming Ideas
Consider the best option for your team:
- Explore how civic identity and community engagement have strengthened neighborhoods like Anacostia, Brookland, Mount Pleasant, and Southwest Waterfront
- Discover the visions and values that helped establish landmark sites such as Howard University, the National Mall, Pennsylvania Avenue, and Union Station
- Walk in the footsteps of former architects who shaped the city: Adolf Cluss, Chloethiel Woodard Smith, and John Russell Pope
- Demonstrate how civic leaders today are shaping our shared spaces in the nation’s capital

Prepare, Produce, and Manage
A few steps in the planning process:
- Plan a guided tour open to the public
- Consider why the tour is important; develop an informative and engaging plan
- Submit your proposal by Monday, December 2 (submit using link below)
- Partner and participate once your event is approved
- Produce and manage your event during Architecture Month

Refer to the Architecture Month landing page for additional important information. Thank you for considering a Tour and we look forward to your participation in April 2020. Submit a proposal using the following link: https://form.jotform.com/92325243518152
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